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• 10 year Limited Manufacturerʼs Warranty backed by DuPontTM

• Introduced in 1967 it is the original solid surface material

• Available in a wide selection of colours

• Solid, homogeneous and non-porous

• Cannot delaminate or rot under pressure

• Difficult to stain

• Easy to clean and maintain

• Warm and inviting to the touch

• Excellent impact resistance

• Inconspicuous, unobtrusive and seamless joints

• Infinite design possibilities
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colour band 1

Introduction to Corian®

First introduced in 1967, Corian® is the original solid surface
material.
Corian® is a solid “through” colour, it will not de-laminate or rot
under pressure, it is difficult to stain, making it easy to clean
and maintain and has excellent impact resistance.
Corian® solid surface is an easy-to-care for choice for many
homeowners, whether building a new home, renovating or just
giving their kitchen a fresh, updated look. Corian® is a
seamless slab that creates a durable, dent-resistant, stain-
resistant and easily repaired surface, that should last for many
years.
Corian® worksurfaces are easy to clean and maintain, retaining
their original beauty, even years after installation. Regular use
of your Care & Maintenance Kit should ensure that your
worksurface looks good for a longer period of time. If you
choose darker colours, it should be noted that scratches are
more easily noticed when compared to lighter colours.

Visit our website for more useful tips, if the answerʼs not there,
ask a question and we will endeavour to answer within 24
hours.

Glacier White Beach Glass Bisque Bone

Buttercream Cameo White Designer White Distinct Tan

Ethereal Azure Noble Ecru Peach Pearl Grey

Seagrass Sand Serpentine Green Vanilla
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colour band 2

Absolute Beige Aqua Aurora Black Chips

Clay Dove Diamond Blue Dusk

Eclipse Imperial Yellow Linen Midnight

Mojave Oceanic Palladian Black Palladian Brown

Palladian Grey Primrose Raffia Sandstone

Silt Tarragon Venaro White (random veining) Warm Grey

White Jasmine White Chips
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colour band 3

Abalone Canyon Everest Festival

Mardi Gras Matterhorn Mont Blanc Vesuvius

Black Quartz
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Antarctica Arrowroot Atlantis Aztec Gold†

Beige Fieldstone Burled Beach Caribbean Cinnabar

Clamshell† Fossil Grey Fieldstone Juniper

Lava Rock Macadam Mediterranean Platinum

Rosemary† Sage Brush† Sahara Savannah

Silver Birch Sonora† Tumbled Glass Whitecap

colour band 4

† The veining on these colours will necessitate mitred corner
joints, please ensure an allowance is made for the additional
material that is required.
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Front Downturn Front & Rear Downturn

38mm38mm

25mm MDF Subframe

Solid underframe only on
Breakfast Bars & Table Tops
and large overhangs

Drip Groove

Standard Edge Detail
The following edge details come as standard

Special Edge Detail
The following edge details are available at an additional cost

Deeper Downturns
The very latest in technology now enables us to offer a 13mm
Corian® worktop with a downturn of 60mm - 100mm, giving the
appearance of a substantially thicker worktop which is very
much in vogue at the moment.
Please contact our sales department for further details.

Single Pencil Round Single Round Waterfall BullnoseSquare

Double Pencil Round Single bevelDouble Round Rope DetailSharks Nose

Single Spanish Single ImperialSingle Ovolo Top or Front Inlay Chequered Detail

Edge Detail
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10mm Coved

12mm
10mm

Full Return

Double Radius

Square 50mm Coved

12mm

50mm

Shoulder Housing Joint

Return Ends Upstands

Breakfront

Curved Drop Section

38mm

12mm

variable variable

38mm

Square Drop Section Coved Drop Section

Part Return
For use against tall housing

Single Radius

Legs/End Panels

End panels will be of a
shoulder housing joint type
configuration to produce a flush
fitting appearance. The height
of the end panel will be
manufactured to give an extra
10mm in height to allow for
scribing to the floor.

Please Note

Coved upstands are manufactured
by machining a 3mm x 25mm rebate
with a hand held router, which only
cuts in a straight line.

We will endeavour to keep as close
as possible to the line of the wall,
when fabricating a coved upstand,
however it is possible that gaps may
occur at the back of your worktop.

Important
Square and coved drop sections are available, please contact our
sales department for further information.

Angled Return
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Sink/Hob Cutouts and Drainers

Undermounted
sink colours

TYPE A TYPE B

Type CType D†

Type E† Type F††

Type A, B, & C have a 1-5mm slope.
† Type D & E have flat, level 3mm grooves.
††Type F is flat with a 3mm recess

804

857850 859

881

871 873

802 805

*

**

*

809

* *

*

* *

*

*

*

901

965 966

*

Corian® sinks

Please note there is no warranty on recessed hob

967
969

970

*

*

Corian® sink dimensions
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Undermounted Sinks
are available in Bone, Cameo White, Glacier White & Vanilla.
* signifies overflow position (overflow must be sealed following
plumbing in) LS Limited stock - please check availability
PLEASE NOTE All undermounted sinks have a small radii to internal
corners.

Bone

Cameo White Designer White

Glacier White Vanilla

Cat No. Length Width Depth

802 256mm 402mm 109mm
804 399mm 399mm 208mm
805 400mm 449mm 208mm
809 267mm 318mm 167mm
850 734mm 423mm 227mm
857 152mm 297mm 141mm
859 440mm 340mm 200mm
871 531mm 397mm 188mm
873 827mm 399mm 191mm

Cat No. Length Width Depth

881 695mm 432mm 214mm
901LS 559mm 438mm 249mm
902LS 870mm 468mm 253mm
965 400mm 400mm 176mm
966 700mm 400mm 176mm
967 160mm 350mm 140mm
969 330mm 400mm 175mm
970 530mm 400mm 175mm

Sink/Hob Cutout

Belfast Sink
(inc. drip groove)



Mixa sinks

M851 M853M813 M871

M809

M752M410

M767 M778R/L

M751R/L

M450 R/L M451

M452 R/L

M900/1050 R/L

M600 R/L

M872 R/L

Cat No. Length Width Depth
M900 1335mm 494mm L187mm

S165mm
M872 858mm 494mm L217mm

S151mm
M871 EXT 520mm 433mm

INT 500mm 413mm 210mm
M853 EXT 372mm 188mm

INT 352mm 168mm 150mm
M851 EXT 433mm 337mm

INT 413mm 317mm 175mm
M813 EXT 433mm 433mm

INT 413mm 413mm 210mm
M809 EXT 370mm 260mm

INT 350mm 240mm 140mm
M778 780mm 433mm S140mm

L210mm
M767 674mm 433mm 175mm
M752 525mm 433mm S150mm

M175mm
M751 500mm 433mm S30mm

L175mm
M600 995mm 494mm 187mm
M452 750mm 494mm 187mm
M451 750mm 494mm 187mm
M450 750mm 494mm 187mm
M410 EXT 433mm 433mm 175mm

INT 413mm 413mm

Please note: There is a longer lead time with Mixa sinks, up to 6
weeks, please ask our sales department for more details.

bs.

Available in the Corian® colour of your choice with a stainless
steel base, to coordinate or match your Corian® worksurface.
Please advise position of the overflow when specifying a mixa
sink.

The top edge detail will be bevel edge unless otherwise stated.
Stainless steel bases can be susceptible to scratching.

Available with different radius points, please contact sales
department for more information.

There can be a slight variation in colour between sink and
worktop. This is due the material being thermoformed (heated
and curved to a tight radius).

In order to avoid any colour variance between the top and the
bowl, we suggest a bevel or moulded edge, if this is not
specified, Sheridan will use their discretion as to which detail will
be used.

Shallow Mixa Sinks are also available to order, please specify
depth of sink required.
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Flush mounted

Bone Cameo White

Glacier White Vanilla

810 815

820 831

SOAP DISH

Bowl/Sink InlayUndermounted

Trevino®Bowls

Trevino® bowls are available in 3 styles, all are available in the
Corian® colour of your choice. Choose a style and colour to
compliment your bathroom.
In order to avoid any colour variance between the top and the
bowl, we suggest a bevel or moulded edge (please specify).

* Signifies position of overflow

Bowl Mounting

OVAL 400 ROUND250 ROUND

*

*

Corian® Bowls are only available in Bone, Cameo White, Glacier White & Vanilla

Trevino Bowls are manufactured using Corian® sheets, this may
result in a slight variation of colour between the worktop
and the sink, as the material is thermoformed (heated and
curved) to a tight radius.
In order to avoid any colour variance between the top and the
bowl, we suggest a bevel or moulded edge, if this is not specified,
Sheridan will use their discretion as to which detail will be used.
• Please denote on your drawings the location of waste and

overflow.

*
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Corian Bowls, Trevino Bowls

Cat No. Length Width Depth
810 418mm 332mm 138mm
815 520mm 367mm 158mm
820 374mm 267mm 138mm
831 508mm 341mm 153mm
Trevino 400 380mm 380mm 160mm
Trevino 250 250mm 250mm 110mm
Trevino Oval 420mm 330mm 133mm



Pastrymate
(Supplied free with full kitchen)

Pan Rests
Pan Rest 6, Stainless Steel or Brass.
200mm, 300mm and 400mm long.

Introduction

Corian® is a solid surface material made from 1/3 acrylic resin and
2/3 mineral filler. It is used as a decorative material in a variety of
applications, such as kitchens and bathrooms in both commercial
and residential environments. Corian® is supplied in sheets which
we then fabricate into worktops, vanity tops, showers and cladding
- offering versatility, functionality and durability.
Corian® has a semi-matt finish, during use with wiping the surface
clean, the finish will build up to a smoother patina that will be
more scratch resistant than the initial finish.
Plastering or tiling should be completed after installation.

Joints

Corian® joints are inconspicuous and unobtrusive, giving the
overall appearance of a seamless worksurface.

Thermal Expansion

Due to thermal expansion, Corian® can expand up to 1mm per
metre. A gap of at least 3mm should be left at each end of the
worktop when fitted and filled with decorators caulk. When
Corian® is joined to other materials (such as glass, steel or wood)
an elastic type of adhesive, for example polyurethane, is required
for expansion.

Overhangs and Supports

Any overhang of Corian® which extends more than 300mm must
be supported. Corian® should be supported every 600mm.

Hob and Sink Cutouts

The compulsory method for installing square hobs is the high-
strength cutout patented by DupontTM. Hobs must be integrated
into a Corian® worksurface according to specified guidelines.
Please note: there is no warranty on recessed hobs.
Where a Corian® splash back or wall cladding is installed a gap of
50mm (minimum) is required behind an electric hob or 120mm
(minimum) for a gas hob. A ʻbreakfrontʼ may be necessary to
accommodate this requirement. There must be a minimum of
50mm from the cutout to the front of the worktop and a gap of
120mm between cutouts.
A minimum of 50mm is required between two sink cutouts. Sink
cutouts must be placed a minimum of 80mm from the worktop
front edge.
This is required under terms of the product warranty.
If a waste disposal unit is fitted to an undermounted sink after
installation, additional support will be required, otherwise your
warranty may be invalidated.

Internal Radius
The minimum internal radius is 80mm.
Thermoforming to achieve a smaller radius can result in
“bleaching” of the colour.
To achieve a radius smaller than 80mm Corian® may have to be
laminated, this may be visible in larger particled Corian® colours.
Upstands
There are two types of upstand available.
Square upstands are fixed on site, with Corian® glue or silicone.
Coved upstands are manufactured and fixed in the factory. Due to
manufacturing constraints there may be gaps as these upstands
are manufactured in a straight line. This type of upstand is not
suitable for walls where there are large variations in the wall
profile. Plastering or tiling should ideally be completed after the
worksurface installation.
Scratches

Corian® is scratch resistant but not scratch proof; the use of
chopping boards and/or pastrymates is recommended. Dark,
heavily pigmented colours will show scratches, dust and ordinary
wear and tear more readily than light or textured colours.
Care should be taken not to slide rough base items over the
surface.

Staining

While most tough stains can be buffed away, a level of care and
maintenance is required, as spills should be cleaned up immediately.
Repairable

Corian® surfaces can easily be repaired. Using an ordinary abrasive
cleaner and a scouring pad the surface may be fully restored to its
original appearance.
Hygienic

Corian® is a non-porous material. Naturally resistant to mould,
bacteria and mildew, Corian® surfaces have been certified by an
independent laboratory as a hygienic material, according to the
international norm DIN EN 1SO 846. Please note that a fine layer
of dust is inevitable for up to 24 hours after installation.
Stainless Steel Sinks

Please specify the preferred under-mounting of Stainless Steel
Sinks. Silicone sealant may be rendered ineffective when plumbing
the sink in, therefore it is important that the sink is re-sealed by the
plumber, or the 12 months warranty will be invalidated.

Hot stuff
Hot pans should always be placed on pan rests,
platters or something similar.

Where constant boiling water taps are fitted, please ensure they
are not left running directly into solid surface sinks.

Hot Pan Platter
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Caring for Corian®

Corian® worktops not only look very attractive and exude
quality; they are designed to withstand the rigours of everyday
use.

Upon installation a Corian®worktop will have an overall satin
sheen finish. However, through use, the worksurface acquires a
smoother, more silken finish and appearance. Even the
cleaning properties appear to improve with use. Unlike most
other worktops Corian® worktops are ʻrepairableʼ, so little
accidents, stains or scratches can usually be removed with
relative ease.

Your Installation & Maintenance Kit contains all of the items
required to help keep your new worktop in pristine condition.

Stone Guard is an anti-bactericidal surface cleaner specially
formulated to tackle grease and grime leaving surfaces
sparkling clean with a residual antibacterial effect.

Every day cleaning

Remember, it is always easier to wipe up a spill than to have to
deal with a dried-on stain.

• Corian® worktops are impervious to liquids however it is
always best to clean up spills as they occur.

• Wipe the worktop, with a damp cloth and the Stone Guard
cleaner, (supplied in the Maintenance Kit), to remove any oils
and fat. Buff dry with a soft white cloth (also in Kit).

• If any stains need further attention, allow the Stone Guard 30
seconds contact time, before wiping and rinsing.

• If your worksurface has an integrated sink, clean this in the
same way as the worksurface.

• Once a week after cleaning, fill the sink with warm, (not
boiling), water, add 1-2 teaspoons (5-10ml), of liquid household
bleach and leave to soak for a few hours, or overnight. This will
help to maintain a beautiful white clean finish.

Persistent stains

• To remove more persistent stains from the worksurface or
integrated sink use the Abrasive Pads (White, Grey & Maroon),
provided in the Kit

• Always use the least abrasive pad possible to remove marks.
Always rub in a circular motion

• Start with the White Pad, rubbing the stain in a circular motion.
If this is ineffective, progress to the more abrasive Grey Pad
and finally the Maroon Pad

• To remove any abrasion marks and to restore the worksurfaces
former luster polish, use progressively less abrasive pads.
Always finish by using the White Pad in conjunction with the
Stone Guard

• If hard water scale has built up around the waste or taps, use a
standard household lime-scale remover following the
manufacturerʼs instructions. Try to avoid using an abrasive pad
but if this is necessary, rinse well and polish as detailed above
to restore the finish

• For the most severe stains, it may be necessary to use the
light grey sanding pad. Remove the scratch then follow the
above process to restore the worksurface to its former finish. If
this still fails contact us for further advice and assistance

Important: Please read and follow instructions carefully when
using care & maintenance products.

Always wear rubber gloves when using chemicals to prevent any
cracking, drying or other reaction to your skin.

Warranty

As the largest member of the DuPontTM Quality Network, we
recommend that all worktops are site surveyed and installed by
ourselves. Our fully qualified and experienced installation team,
have been trained how to fabricate, install, repair and maintain
Corian® solid surfaces by DuPontTM. This will provide you with an
excellent fitting service throughout the UK, that carries the
DuPontTM 10 Year Limited Warranty.
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